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1. Purpose and Audience
This document describes the process for integrating with Energy Web’s technology solution to
facilitate participation in the Project EDGE DER Marketplace operation and to deliver Wholesale
Services (to AEMO) and Local Services (to DNSPs, Distribution Network Service Providers).
Energy Web Foundation, on behalf of the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO), provides this
information which is addressed to key business technical and IT staff in participating organisations.

2. Energy Web
Energy Web Foundation (EW) is a nonprofit organisation whose mission is to accelerate a low-carbon,
customer-centric electricity system by unleashing the potential of open-source, decentralised
technologies. In 2019 EW launched the Energy Web Chain, the world’s first open-source, enterprise
blockchain platform tailored to the energy sector. EW’s technology roadmap has since grown into
the Energy Web Decentralized Operating System (EW-DOS), a full stack that includes front-end
applications and a variety of software development toolkits.
For more about EW, visit here.

3. EW Technology
Overview
The Energy Web Decentralised Operating System (EW-DOS) is comprised of three layers:
1. the Trust layer,
2. the Utility layer, and
3. the Toolkit layer.
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Figure 1

Energy Web's Decentralised Operating System (EW-DOS)

For more information about EW-DOS, please visit here.
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4. EW-DSB Gateway
Container
4.1

EW-DSB installation and configuration

This section steps through how to setup the interface gateway container and configure it to access
the Project EDGE applications. There are three key steps
1. Install and run the Gateway container
2. Generate a Decentralised Identifier (DID) and request enrolment approval
3. Interact with RESTful and/or web-socket interfaces to send and receive messages to/from the
Project EDGE applications.
Figure 2

Participant integration with AEMO via EW-DSB Client Gate
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4.2

Container Installation

The following instructions show how a Client Gateway container can be set up to participate in the
EDGE project. In this case, we will run the container directly by pulling it from the EWF Azure Container
Registry.
The following command will allow you to pull the latest version of the gateway container:
docker pull aemocontainerregistry.azurecr.io/dsb/client-gateway:latest

Alternatively, an exact image tag can be installed, for example:
v0.4.0

An overview of current stable releases (matching image tags) can be found at DSB Client Gateway
Releases.

4.3

Running/Configuring the Container

Once the desired image has been pulled, you can use docker run to run the container. For the latest
instructions on how to configure the container (including environment variables), see the DSB Client
Gateway Setup Guide. The DSB Client Gateway Setup guide contains further detail that enhances and
extends the general guidance provided below.
Once setup and running, navigating to http://localhost:3000/ should display the Gateway’s
Configuration UI. Note that if authentication is enabled you will be asked by your browser to enter
the credentials provided in the environment variables.
Figure 3

4.4

Gateway Configuration UI

Enrolling

Enrolment of your gateway is necessary to participate in the EDGE project. It is possible to do this
through the DSB Client Gateway UI. To achieve this, a private key is needed.
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To generate and save a new private key, click the “generate keys” button as seen on the gateway
identity component.
Figure 4

Gateway UI

You should see a confirmation message which tells you that the private key has been saved. You will
need to visit EWF Volta testnet faucet to freely request a token on Volta (the test network of the
Energy Web Chain) this facilitates verification and enrolment message transactions to provision role
based access to the Project EDGE applications.
You may still generate or save a different key, though note that only one key can be used at a time
with a client gateway.
Figure 5

Volta Faucet
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The “ID” in the image below is the corresponding address of the private key. It is important to note
the difference between the address and key itself. This can be copied and pasted into the above input
to request the Volta token.
Figure 6

Gateway UI with Address (ID)

Now that a private key has been stored by the gateway with a Volta token associated, it can be used
to enrol on to the Energy Web Decentralized Service Bus. This can be done by clicking the “enrol”
button. It will take a short while (the browser tab should not be closed during this time).
Once done, your identity component should look similar to the image below.
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Figure 7

Gateway Identity

The address that was previously shown has now been replaced with a Decentralized Identifier (DID)
(which contains the address of the private key after “did:ether:”).
The status has changed to “awaiting approval”, telling us that the enrolment request must first be
approved by AEMO in Energy Web Switchboard.
If you look at the container logs, you will see that a listener has been started in order to receive
notification of an approved enrolment request.
Figure 8

Container log

The listener will automatically sync the approved enrolment claims to the DID Document of the
configured gateway identity. This allows the gateway to authenticate itself on the DSB Message
Broker (as proof of the approved role will be resolved from the document). More information about
the role of the DID and DID document can be found at:
https://energy-web-foundation.gitbook.io/energy-web/foundational-concepts/self-sovereign-identity#diddocuments

While waiting for the approval, it is important to keep the listener (and therefore the container)
running, else the notification will currently be missed.
The container log will also show approval notifications and tells you that the claim has been
successfully synced to the DID document.
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Figure 9

Container logs with approvals

Now that your user role has been approved and synced, you are able to send and retrieve messages
on the DSB.

4.5

Using the Documentation

DSB works based on two fundamental building blocks: channels and messages. Channels are
structures that allow publishers and subscribers to exchange messages with at-least-once delivery
semantics. DSB uses built-in persistence for every channel.
Visit http://localhost:3000/docs to find the documentation for the DSB Client Gateway API. You can
also click on the “Docs” navigation bar link on the gateway homepage.

4.6

Channels

In order to send or receive messages on the DSB, you must be assigned to a channel by AEMO. You
can find out which channels you have publish/subscribe rights to on the documentation page.
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Figure 10

Documentation page showing Channels

Once you have been added to a channel, it will show up on this page, where you can view the JSON
schema of message topics within the channel. The channels, topics and schema properties can be
expanded by clicking on them.
Open API (REST) / Async API (WebSockets)
Links on the main documentation page provide access to the REST and WebSocket API
documentation.
The RESTful API docs are available at http://localhost:3000/docs/rest:
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Figure 11

Client Gateway API

Once you have been assigned channels, you can use the Message API to begin testing your
implementation. More information on this is provided in the following section.
Messages sent/received over WebSockets are described at http://localhost:3000/docs/ws.
Figure 12

Gateway Websocket API

The WebSocket API allows you to subscribe to messages in order to receive them in real-time and
avoid polling the RESTful Message API.
The WebSocket API displayed pertains to the gateway’s server implementation. It is also possible to
run the gateway as a WebSocket client (and therefore your service will have a server implementation).
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In such a case you will need to subscribe to messages of type “OutgoingMessage” and publish
messages of type “IncomingMessage”.

4.7

File Upload

As an alternative to API (direct) interaction, the Gateway Client UI allows a file to be uploaded to
interact with the services provided (eg. Boffer, Operating Envelope, etc). The channel name can be
selected from a dropdown menu containing the list of available channels. Once selected, the topic
name can be selected from a dropdown menu containing the list of available topics within that
channel.
Figure 13

4.8

File Upload Page

Sending and Receiving Messages

Most transactions are initiated with a POST to a service (asynchronous posts are also possible).
Offer submission through the API can be made through a client (e.g. Postman). As a starting point
for integration, you can import the gateway’s OpenAPI specification into Postman:
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Figure 14

Importing the OpenAPI specification

Once you click “import”, you will be prompted to drag-and-drop or upload a file. The file can be
obtained from the gateway API (http://localhost:3000/api/v1/docs/rest.yaml) or found on GitHub:
https://github.com/energywebfoundation/dsb-client-gateway/blob/master/public/rest.yaml

Once imported, you should see the “DSB Client Gateway” collection. You will need to click on it and
navigate to the “Variables” tab, where you can set the “baseUrl” to “http://localhost:3000” or
equivalent.
Figure 15

Configuring the baseUrl

With that now set, you can navigate through the path to /api/v1/message where there are two request
types (POST for sending a message, GET for retrieving messages).
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Figure 16

Sending a message

You will need to fill in the fqcn and topic for the relevant message type (see the channels
documentation highlighted by Figure 10). A transaction ID can optionally be included for identification
and idempotency.
A request such as a boffer, or operating envelope, that is sent to AEMO will have an initial response
that confirms the message is available for processing on the transport layer. If a business
acknowledgement (i.e. from the recipient) is required you would need to either GET the
acknowledgement on a specific channel/topic (e.g. by polling), or use web-sockets for real-time
acknowledgement (with the transactionId helping to identify the asynchronous response).
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A1. Further Resources
Further material on the Energy Web solution and architecture can be found at

A1.1 General
https://energy-web-foundation.gitbook.io/energy-web/

A1.2 Self-Sovereign Identify
https://energy-web-foundation.gitbook.io/energy-web/foundational-concepts/self-sovereign-identity

A1.3 EW-DSB
https://energy-web-foundation.gitbook.io/energy-web/technology/the-stack/utility-layer-1#decentralizedservice-bus-dsb

A1.4 Decentralised Identifiers (DIDs)
https://energy-web-foundation.gitbook.io/energy-web/foundational-concepts/self-sovereignidentity#decentralized-identifiers-dids
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